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Equities: European indices have reversed gains from earlier this
morning and are now trading down by about 1%. This comes after a
quiet and mixed trading session yesterday. The US is set to open
slightly lower at 2:30pm after its bank holiday closures yesterday. Asian
equities were mixed overnight, mainland China turned negative after
news about re-imposed Covid restrictions in some areas.
Concerns are persisting around central banks and their plans to
aggressively tighten this quarter and next. For many regions a move
like this is necessary in order to deal with surging inflation, but also
may push these countries and areas into recession.
The VIX is at $28.10 on Tuesday morning.

Safe-havens: Precious metals are moving higher on Tuesday despite a
strong dollar, gold is 0.2% stronger to $1,805 albeit lower on the week so far,
and silver is up 1% to $19.87, having recently touched its lowest price in two
years.
Bond markets in the US are now back online, Treasury yields are broadly in
line with Friday's close. US 10yr at 2.88% and US 2yr at 2.86%. Many parts of
the US yield curve are close to inverting once again.
Conversely, yield curves in Europe do not look like inverting any time soon,
with a healthy gap remaining between shorter and longer duration bonds.

Looking ahead: Tuesday afternoon looks to be very quiet on the economic
data front, after some mixed Services PMI readings from European nations
this morning. Tomorrow will be somewhat busier for markets, in the morning
we get the release of the EU's latest Economic Forecasts (released quarterly),
and then in the evening the Fed will release its meeting minutes from June.
The highlight of the week will likely come on Friday in the form of June jobs
data out of the US. The Unemployment Rate is estimated to be at 3.6% and
the Non-Farm Payrolls (NFP) figure at +275k jobs.

Currencies: The Dollar is seeing considerable strength today, bringing
EUR/USD over 1% lower to 1.031 for the first time since the year 2002.
The world's most traded currency pair has now broken a major
support level and may have further to fall over the coming weeks and
months, depending on what tone the Fed and ECB both strike at their
July meetings.
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The RBA opted to increase interest rates in Australia by 50 basis points for
the second time in a row this year, having now brought the region's cash rate
from its all-time low of 0.10% back in Q1 up to the current 1.35%. While this
has been the fastest series of rate hikes from the central bank since 1994, it
still flagged more ahead as it struggles to tackle soaring inflation, even at the
risk of causing an economic downturn. "The board expects to take further
steps in the process of normalising monetary conditions in Australia over the
months ahead" said RBA Governor Philip Lowe in his statement.
Consumer price inflation for Q2 will be due later this month, and is forecast
by analysts to show another alarming rise to at least 6% y/y. These would be
levels not seen in the country since 2000. Core inflation, which excludes
energy, is likely to exceed 4% for the April-June period, well above the RBA's
2-3% target range.
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Electricity prices in Europe have hit their highest sustained level on record, as
Russia's cuts to the continent's gas supplies ripple through energy networks.
Contracts of the benchmark European price - the German baseload power -
due for delivery next year hit their highest level ever yesterday and beat the
previous all-time high put in back in December after gaining 13% to trade at
€325 per megawatt hour.
Power prices are heavily influenced by the cost of gas, which is used to
generate electricity. Gas prices in Europe have risen to their highest price in
four months and have more than quadrupled since one year ago after
Moscow has deepened its gas cuts to Europe.
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Scandinavian Airlines, more commonly known as SAS, has filed for
bankruptcy protection in the US to help accelerate restructuring plans, as it
warned that strike action by pilots had impacted its financial position and
liquidity. Wage talks between the company and its pilots broke down on
Monday, triggering a strike that has added to travel chaos in Europe as the
peak summer holiday season kicks off. "Through this process, SAS aims to
reach agreements with key stakeholders, restructure the company's debt
obligations, reconfigure its aircraft fleet, and emerge with a significant capital
injection" SAS' statement reads.
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